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EXPERTMENTAL CONSTRICTION EFFECTS IN

HIGH-SPEED WIND TUNNELS

By Robert W. B@e

SUMMARY

\

An investigation has been oonduoted to detemine the
possible extent of effects of wind-tunnel oonstriotion
at high speeds for airfoils of various thlokness-to-ohord
ratios at or near zero llft. The results Indicate that
a llurltlngtest ?dachnumber exists whioh 1s principally
a function of the ratio of model thickness to tunnel
height. At high Mach numbers serious constriction effeots
occur; these effects are of such a nature that the standard
calibration methods give speeds much lower than the actual
test speeds.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable theoretical work has been done on low-
speed wind-tumel-wall interference, and ordinary con-
striction corrections have been applied to wind-tunnel
results at low speeds. Iittle is known, however, about
the tunnel-wall effects for speeds at or greater than
the model critical speeds. An investigation has there-
fore been made in the Langley 2&inbh high-speed tunnel
to detemine the possible lnorease In magnitude of’con-
strlotion effects at high speeds and the lldtatlon on
the msadmum speed at whloh a model could be tested.

In this investigation,the Mach numbers exl~thg at
the test-section walls of the tunnel along a line parallel
to the tunnel axl.sand opposite the midspan of the model
were measured to provide comparison with the standard
calibrated statlo-pressure orifices used for speed deter-
mination, The measurements were made with the tunnel
empty and with several models of varying size and thick-
ness ratio installed in the test section. The range of
Mach numbers extended f’rom0.4.to the maximum Mach
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numbers obtainable with most of the models. All measure-
ments were made for lift coefficients of the model at or
near zero.

APPARATUS AF!~METHODS

1

The five airfoil sections tested were the NACA 16-106,
the NACA 16-215, the NACA 16-130, and the NAcA 0012 air-
foil sections with 5-inch chords and the NACA 0012 airfoil
section with 2-inch chord. In tie nresent tests,the
circular test seotlon of the Langley ~-inch high-speed
tunnel (reference 1) was modified by flats, which reduoed
the span of the model to 18 inches, as shown In figures 1
and 2. The models spanned the test section between the
flats and passed through holes in the flats. These holes
were of the same shape as the model but were cut to pro-

1
vide a ~ inch clearance completely around the model,

32
which was supported externally on the Langley ~-inch ht@-
speed-tunnel balance. (See fig. l(a).)

Mach numbers at the wall were determined from measured
valuas of the total pressure and from pressures measured
by static-pressure orifices located in the tunnel wall
In the plane .ofsynmmtry of the model. Free-stream Mach
numbers were determined from measured values of the total
pressure and from pressures measured by calibrated statlc-
plate orifices located upstream of the test section. The
orifices, located as shown in figure 2, mre connected
to a photorecording multiple-tube manometer.

The models were tested over a speed range from a
Uaoh number of O.L to the highest Mach numbers of the
tunnel, the top speeds varying with the size of each
model. All airfoil models were tested at an angle of
attaok of 0° which, for the low-oambered airfoils used
in this investigation, was at or near tke zero-lift
condition.

RESULTS

For presentation of the data obtained from the
present tests, the followlng symbols are used in this
report:

8
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. . ..... . . .. .. . ~-.. .:. profIle t~obeas ....ozf-z.~del -.,,.-.. ..
h mean height of tunnel obtained by divldhg tunnel

area by model span

3!1 Mach number at test seoti.on Indloated by calibrated
static-pressure orifl.oeslooated upstream of
teat aeotlon

Mw Maoh number indioated by stzitlo.-pressureorifices
in wall of test aeotion in plane of symmetry of
mode1

xcr oritioal Maoh number

The longitudinal Mach-number gradients along the
tunnel wall, with and without e model installed, are
shown in ftgure 3 together with the Mach numbers indi-
oated ~ the calibrated static-pressure orifloes MI●

All values of Mach number were determined by the usual
msthods from measured values of the statio pressure and
the total pressure. The flagged test points are for
measuremer.tsat the rear wall.

The variation In the maximum Zach number at the
tunnel wall opposite the model with the lndioated Mach
number for various ratios of model thiclmess to tunnel
height 1s shown in figure b. The maximum indicated Mach
numbers are shown In figure 5.

DISCUSSION

The determination of speed In wind-tumel test sea-
tions in all normal operations is made from measure-
ments of the pressure at calibrated statlo-pressure
orifices pl~ced far enough upstream of the model to be
unlnf’luencedby the pressure field of the model. Calibra-
tions of the stetic-pressure orifices are usually made
with t-netunnel empty. For tunnels of the type deserlbed
In reference 1, tha pressures indicated by the calibrated
static-pressure orifices are a measure of the total mass
flow through the test seotlon (if constant values of
temperature and pressure in the atmosphere, from ~ioh
the ai~ in thtitunnel is drawn, are assumed). The ma.xlmum “
mass flow is obtatned when a l!aohnumber of 1.0 is
reaohed at the throat. If the area.of the throat of
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while the Mach number
at-t~e throat is maintained St 1.0, the lndlcated spesd
will decrease. A model plaood In a wind tunnel thus
produces a reduction in the throat area and, consequently,
changes in the tunnel calibration.

The basic data of this investigation (fig. 3) show
that w!th the tunnel empty the largest variation in Mach
number occurred at top speed and was approximately 0.5 per-
cent of the free-stream value. With a model in the tunnel,
no appreciable gradient occurred along the tunnel wall
until some value of the indioated Mach number greater than
the critical Mach number of the model was reached. At
any speed between the critical Mach nuniberand the highest
Mach number obtainable in the tunnel, a tunnel-wall gradient
appeared (fig. 3), the magnftude of which increased rapidly
as the maximum indioated Maoh number was approached. Force-
test results obta!ned at or near the highest speeds reached
in this investigation might be subjeot to errors caused by
the large magnitude of the axial-pressure gradients.

The highest speeds obtainable in tests of the
NACA 16-106 airfoil section with q-inch chord and the
NACA 0012 airfoil section wtth 2-inoh chord were limited
because of an effective constriction that occurred down-
stream of the model at the intersection of the test sec-
tion and exit cone where regions of local sonic velocity
occurred.

---.
As the maximum speed was approached, a rapid increase

In the ~fference between the maxi~u~~Mach n~ber at the
walls opposite the model and the indicated Mach number
resulted, as shown in f’igureh. Data taken for the NACA
16-series airfoils and for the NACA 0012 airfoils with
2-inch and ~-inch chords, when considered separately,
show that this difference is principally a function of
the ratio of model thlclmess to tunnel height.

The relative positions of the curves in figure 4,
from left to right, correspond in general to decreasing
ratios of model thickness to tunnel height and, therefore,
suggest that the limlting test or indicated Mach number
and constriction effects are determined principally by
the throat restriction, as expressed by t/h. Fundamental
considerathns based on the one-dimensional or nozzle
theory, which negleots the effects of model lift (approxi- “
mately zero In the experiments reported herein) and the
effects of the pressure field of the mode~ also show that
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“testMach number Is:a function of the area
The-,theo.ret.lpRllimiting test Mach nuniber-
indicated Mach ‘ntibe”fi””=for whloh a Mach

number of 1.0 is obtained at the test section, has been
calculated accordingly from the foregoing assumptions and
is shown In figure 5 as a fuxiction of the ratio of model
thiclmess to tunnel hel@t.

gave
were
Maoh
some

The experimental values for”the thicker airfoils o
maximum wall Mach numbers opposite the model, whloh
slightly less than 1.0, as seen In figure 3. A
number of 1.0 may have been reached, however, at
point between the orifloes and, beoause of the

nearly vertical slopes of the curves in figure k, the
highest Indicated test speeds obtained in these tests
may be assunmd to be the actual llmlting speeds obtain-
able for these airfoils. For We two thinner airfoils,
the maximum obtainable speed was determined by the down-
stream constriction and the llmtting speed was therefore
obtained by extrapolation, as shown in figure L. The
values of the indicated Mach number obtained for the
various models at these points have been plotted in fig-
ure 5 and the points fall very nearly on the curve.

The experiment~l results thus Indicate that, for a
given ratio of model thickness to tunnel height, the
limttlng test Mach number is given by the theoretical
curve of figure 5. Since the flow Is essentially one
dimensional only at the llmlting Mach number, for which
condition a Mach number of 1.0 exists across the whole
flow between the model snd the tunnel walls, it can ‘be
seen that the one-dimensional theory can give approxi-
mate values of only the Iimlting test Maoh number and
cannot give proper oorreotions to high-speed wind-tunnel
results at Mach numbers below the limltlng test Mach
number.

In the actual case, when a Mach number of 1.0 is
reached at any point in the test section - for example,
at a point in the pressure field of the airfoil - the
stream tube passing through that point has its minimum
area and maximum mass flow. An increase in the general
mass flow would thus produoe increases of speed at
adjacent regions and actual expansion of the stream
tubes in which a Mach number higher than 1.0 is maohed.
These conditions will rapidly lead to the establishment
of a Mach number of 1.0 across the whole flow at the
throat of the tunnel. -
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Evidence of this quick building UP to sonio speeds is .
shown b the rapidly Inoreaslug slopes of the curves in
figure t and the inorease in the values of the axial
pressure gradients in figure 3 as the speeds were
inoreased from the critical Maoh number of the airfoil
to the Iimitfng test Mach number.

An additional observation can be made from the
results of thZs Znvestigatlon. If one or more model-
support struts are used @hen testing Is at high speeds,
constriotlon effects wI1l probably be encountered at -
lower speeds than if struts are not used; these ef.feots
may produoe changes of air-~low direction if the struts
are unsymmetrically disposed to the air stream.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Serious constriction effects.occur In wind tunnels
at high speeds. One effect Is that the indicated speeds
obtained with models installed in the tunnel correspond
to higher speeds than the speeds found with the tunnel
empty. The magnitude Qi’the difference between indicated
speed and aotual speed, when the airfoil is at or near
zero llft, depends upon the values of speed, of ratio of
model thickness to tunnel hei@t, and of crltlcal speed
of the model. As the speeds reaoh the limlting speed,
force-test results obtained may be subject to error, as
is indicated by the extent of the axial-pressure gradients
encountered. A limitlng speed for the tunnel till exist
corresponding to an Indloated J:achnumber less than 1.0,
for which case sonlo velocities extend from the model to
the tunnel wall. The limiting test h!achnumber is in
reasonable agreement with the Mach number Indloated by
the one-dlmensi.onalor nozzle theory.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Conmlttee for Aeronautlos

Langley Field, Va.
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(a) Test section, access door removed.

(b) Test section, downstream view. ~

Figure l.- Airfoil model mounted in modified test section
of the Langley 24-inch high-speed tunnel.
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Figs. 3a, b NACA ACR No. L4L0’7a
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Figs. 3e, f NACA ACR No. L4L07a
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